Elgin ISD

Special Education Department
Organizational Chart

Special Education Director
Dr. Ehrikka Hodge

Administrative Assistants
Starla Thomas
Jessica Rodriguez

Special Education Specialist
Polly Littlefield

504, Dyslexia, RTI Support Coordinator
LaShun Gaines

TVI
Dr. Shannon Darst

Diagnosticians/LSSP
Tiffany Allen-Duran (LSSP)
Teresa Rogers (Diag.)
Jerry Castillo (LSSP)
Dani Barrington (Diag.)

ARD Facilitators
Chris Nelson (Secondary)
Rebecca Garfield (Elem.)

Therapists
Susan Pearce (OTR)
Elizabeth Haller (SLP-A)
Kaitlin Quinton (SLP-A)
Mnisa Harlow (SLP)
Shay Eastham-Perry (SLP)
Melanie Standish (SLP)

Contract Employees
Paula Knobloch (PT)
Amy Doezema (Child Find)
Maria Forero (Bil. SLP)
Noralyssia Medina (Bil. SLP-A)
Shannon Walker (SLP)
Frank Vander Pool (O&M)
Alice Lubanga (OT)
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